Chronic Alcohol Ingestion and its Effect on Immunochemistry in Albino Mice Experimentally Challenged with Escherichia coli Strain 0157:H7
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ABSTRACT
This study was aimed at investigating the effects of chronic alcohol consumption on immunochemistry of mice experimentally infected with E. coli strain 0157:H7. The bacterial organisms used were collected from an already identified and characterized stock (ECO 6) maintained for research purposes in the Laboratory of the Department of Veterinary Microbiology and Pathology, Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. About 1.15x10⁸ CFU was used to challenge mice which were placed on prior treatment with various concentrations (10, 20, 30 and 40%) of ethanol for 3 weeks in separate groups, intraperitoneally. Blood samples were collected 7 days post bacterial challenge from the experimental mice via the retrolubular plexus in the median canthus of the eyes. The samples collected into Bina bottles were subjected to immunochemistry assay (hemagglutination test and Hemagglutination Inhibition (HI) test). The mean antibody titer in 40% alcohol-treated mice (341.33±34.33) was found to be significantly (p<0.05) lower than the value induced with 30% alcohol (512.00±0.00). The titer values however, produced with 20% (1024.00±0.00) and 10% alcohol (1706.70±341.33) were not only elevated but highly significant (p<0.01) compared to the alcohol effects at 30 or 40%, respectively. There was concentration dependent decrease in antibody titer induced with alcohol in the experimental mice. Low antibody titer correlates with decreased immune capability. Chronic exposure to alcohol could have depressed immunity due impaired cell proliferation in the hematopoietic tissues.
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INTRODUCTION
The immune system serves as the body’s defense against infections, damage caused by foreign substances and uncontrolled tumor growth (Cook, 1998). The immune system has two arms: The innate or non-specific immunity and acquired or specific immunity. The non-specific immunity exists in the body before exposure to a pathogen and it does not respond to specific antigen challenge (Sriskandan et al., 2007). Acquired immunity on the other hand, is developed post exposure to a pathogen and it responds only to a particular pathogen (Cook, 1998).
Alcohol abuse is considered to contribute to immune deficiencies (Walker et al., 2009). Alcoholics are immunodeficient but they often have elevated blood levels of autoimmune antibodies (Szabo, 1999). Diseases seen in alcoholics due to immunodeficiencies include cancers, bacterial pneumonia, septicemia, tuberculosis, hepatitis C, meningitis, lung abscess, diphtheria and cellulites (Cook, 1998). Alcoholics also respond poorly to treatment (Spitzer and Meadows, 1999). Immunodeficiencies occur as a result that alcohol inhibits the function of cells that ingest and destroy invading microorganisms (neutrophils, eosinophils and macrophages). Also, both acute and chronic alcohol exposure affects the production of signaling molecules that coordinate the immune response i.e., cytokines and this adversely affects the function of the cells that mediate the immune response against specific microorganisms and long term immunity i.e., T-cell and B-cells (Szabo, 1999).

In humans and animals, the occurrence of the disease condition Colibacillosis is common. Colibacillosis is caused by the pathogen *Escherichia coli* normally abbreviated as *E. coli*. The harmless strains of this organism are normally part of the normal flora of the gut and can benefit their hosts by producing vitamin K2 (Bentley and Meganathan, 1982) and by preventing the establishment of pathogenic bacteria within the intestine (Hudault et al., 2001; Reid et al., 2001). However, sometimes these organisms leave the gut and go into other parts of the body, or in the gut, some strains develop traits that can be harmful to a host animal. These virulent strains typically cause a bout of diarrhoea that is unpleasant in healthy adults and is often lethal to children in the developing world (Nataro and Kaper, 1998). More virulent strains, such as O157:H7 cause serious illness or death in the elderly, the very young or the immunocompromised (Nataro and Kaper, 1998; Hudault et al., 2001).

In general, it is been shown that *E. coli* normally inhabits the gut area, but it is also known that alcohol has some effect on the mucosal lining of the gut and some adverse effect on the immune system. There is currently a dearth of information on the effects of alcohol consumption on *E. coli* infection either in human or animal models.

The objective of this study was to study the effects of chronic alcohol consumption on immunochemistry of mice experimentally infected with *E. coli* strain O157:H7.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Preparation, harvest and mice infection with *E. coli* strain O157:H7:** The bacteria were collected from an already identified and characterized stock (ECO 6) which has previously been maintained for research purposes in the Microbiology Laboratory of the Department of Veterinary Microbiology and Pathology, Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. With a sterile wire-loop, some bacteria were streaked into a petri-dish containing Mac Conkey agar. A colony from here was harvested and sub-cultured on an Eosin Methyylene blue agar to confirm that the colony was *Escherichia coli*. A colony was further subcultured on sorbitol agar (10 g L⁻¹ sorbitol instead of lactose) for isolation of the test organism. Nutrient broth (100 mL) was prepared and 10 mL of the broth was put into 10 test-tubes. These were clogged with cotton-wool and autoclaved at 121°C for 15 min. A colony of *E. coli* O157:H7 harvested from the growth on sorbitol agar growth was introduced into the first test-tube. This was properly mixed and 1 mL of the mixed solution was collected and transferred into the next test-tube. This process was used to achieve a serial dilution in all the 10 test-tubes. A pre-determined volume (20 mL) of Mac Conkey agar was poured into 10 universal bottles and was autoclaved. On cooling, 0.1 mL from each of the above serially diluted test-tubes was introduced into the separate universal bottles. Then after mild, yet
thorough mixing, the content of each universal bottle was poured into one of already sterilized petri-dishes and incubated at 37°C for growth of colonies. Twenty-four hours later, the plates were examined and colony growth was counted. The concentration of known organisms per dilution extrapolated from the parent stock, was used to determine the volume for infecting the mice.

**Animals and experimental design:** Eight weeks old albino mice (26.5-35.3 g) of both sexes, sourced from the Laboratory Animal Unit of the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, University of Nigeria, Nsukka (UNN) were used in the study. Animals were acclimatized for 14 days before commencement of the experiment. The mice were fed with commercial feed (Vital feed®, Grand Cereal Oil Mill Ltd., Nigeria) and provided with clean water *ad libitum*. The albino mice were divided into 6 groups of 12 mice each using stratified random selection method and were kept in clean cages in the Animal House of the Department of Veterinary Anatomy, Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, UNN. Group 1 was given 10% ethanol (V/V) in their drinking water. Group 2 received 20% of ethanol solution. The third group received 30% of ethanol while group 4 and 5 received 40% of alcohol *ad libitum*, respectively. Group 6 served as normal control and received only water. The alcoholic groups received ethanol for 3 weeks to establish a chronic state of alcoholism before groups 1-4 were then challenged with *E. coli* strain 0157:H7. Group 5 was not challenged with *E. coli*. Seven days after the challenge, the mice in each group were humanely euthanized. Ethical conditions governing the conduct of experiments with life animals were strictly observed (Ward and Elsea, 1977; Zimmermann, 1983; Anonymous, 1996).

**Mice vaccination:** Animal groups used for the viral test were challenged with Lasota virus, which was obtained from the National Veterinary Research Institute (NVRI), Vom Nigeria. The vaccine was procured in a condensed form and was re-constituted with 3 mL diluent to obtain a solution for inoculation. From the vial, 0.1 mL of the vaccine was used to challenge the animals. Virus was administered through the intra-peritoneal route to each animal in the various groups. In this test, only 10, 20, 30 and 40% alcohol treatment was used to evaluate ethanol-induced concentration variance in antibody titre of the experimental animals. Blood samples were subsequently collected into Bijou bottles from the retrobulbar plexus via the median canthus of the eye of the challenged mice for immunochemistry assay as described previously.

**Hemagglutination (HA) test:** The test was carried out as described by Ochoi and Kolhatkar (2009). To each well of the micro titer plate, 20 µL of PBS (pH 7.2) was carefully added. A serial dilution of the test antigen was made in each row of the wells. To each of the wells, 20 µL of washed chicken erythrocytes was also added. The plates were then covered and incubated at room temperature for 25 min. The control of the test was also carried out but on another row of wells, which was void of the test antigen.

**Hemagglutination Inhibition (HI) test:** Mouse sera, Newcastle antigen obtained from NVRI, Vom Nigeria, Erythrocytes (0.6% chicken erythrocyte) and diluent, Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) at a pH value of 7.2 were used for the study.

PBS (0.02 mL) was added to each row of the V-bottomed micro-titer plate. A two-fold serial dilution of 0.02 mL of the mice sera was made in each row of the well. To each well was added 0.02 mL of the antigen and this was allowed to incubate at room temperature for 45 min. The washed chicken RBC (erythrocytes) was then added to each of the wells and this was read after 25 min. All control protocols for the test were set up as required.
Statistical analysis: The data obtained were subjected to analysis of variance (ANOVA) and the means separated using Duncan’s multiple range tests (Duncan, 1955), differences at 95 and 99% confidence intervals were considered significant.

RESULTS
Preparation, harvest and infection of E. coli strain 0157:H7: The organisms (E. coli) produced pinkish colonies on Mac Conkey agar due to lactose fermentation but the test strain (E. coli 0157:H7) was selectively isolated based on formation of straw colored colonies on sorbitol agar. From the result obtained after the colony count, it was deduced that the parent stock contained about $2.3 \times 10^8$ CFU mL$^{-1}$. A pre-determined volume (0.5 mL) of the parent stock containing about $1.15 \times 10^4$ CFU was the concentration of organisms administered intraperitoneally to challenge each mouse.

Hemagglutination (HA) test: The HA titer was 128 which was divided by 4 to obtain the 4 HAU (Haemoagglutination unit) and thus making a total 32 haemoagglutination units.

Hemagglutination Inhibition (HI) test: The blood antibody titer in 40% alcohol-treated group (341.33±85.33) was found to be significantly (p<0.05) lower than that of 30% alcohol-treated rat group (512.00±0.00) but at the same time, the titer value with 40% alcohol treatment became highly significantly (p<0.01) reduced compared to values in rats treated with 20 or 10% alcohol. Rats in 10% alcohol-treated group had a significantly (p<0.01) higher elevated mean titer value of 1706.70±341.33 relative to that of 20% alcohol-treated rats with 1024.00±0.00. There was an observed concentration dependent decrease in antibody titer with respect to the effect of the alcohol in the experimental rats (Fig. 1).

DISCUSSION
In the present study, 40% alcohol consumption induced a five-fold depression in antibody level equating to a titer value of 341.33±85.33 relative to 1706.70±341.33 produced with 10% alcohol treatment in mice. There was a corresponding increase in antibody titer with a measured reduction in the concentration alcohol treatment (Fig. 1). This implies a reduction in antibody generation with
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Fig. 1: Comparison of antibody titer of the different alcohol-treated rat groups
increased concentration of alcohol in mice. This observation was supported by the results of earlier studies that, chronic consumption of alcohol induced a decrease in the number of B cells in the spleen (Zhang et al., 2012). Recent research findings also revealed a spectrum of alcohol induced immune dysfunction in humans and animal models. Chronic alcohol consumption impairs B-cells distribution, compromises circulation and interferes with some aspects of the B-cells functioning (Chang et al., 1990). In response to some antigens, B-cells require the assistance of cytokines secreted by the T-cells (T dependent responses), whereas in response to other antigens, cell activation by cytokines is not required (i.e., T independent responses) (Szabo, 1999). Alcohol appears to affect these responses differently because B-cells in the spleen of alcoholic animals showed impaired proliferation during the T-dependent responses and not in the T-independent responses (Hussain, 2010). Chronic alcohol exposure in rodent or murine models impaired the T-dependent B-lymphocytes responses leading to antibody secretion (Szabo, 1999).

Immunodeficiencies result, when alcohol inhibits the function of phagocytes that ingest and destroy invading microorganisms (neutrophils, eosinophils and macrophages). Also, both acute and chronic alcohol exposure affects the production of signaling molecules that coordinate the immune response i.e., cytokines and this adversely affects the function of the cells that mediate the immune response against specific microorganisms and long term immunity that is, T-cell and B-cells (Szabo, 1999), thus reducing their ability to fight off introduced challenges to the system. It could be deduced that with an increase in the concentration of alcohol, the lymphatic systems are made less sensitive or less active, thus increasing the capability of the infecting agent to cause more damage in the body. This position is however at variance with the reasoning of some experts who suspect that alcohol exerts an “all-or-none” effect on immune response—that is, the presence or absence of alcohol, rather than its amount, dictates the immune response (McGill et al., 1995; Messingham et al., 2002).

Both acute and chronic alcohol exposure affects the production of signaling molecules (cytokines) that coordinate immune response against specific microorganisms and long term immunity i.e., T-cell and B-cells (Szabo, 1999). Previous studies reported that the number of B-cells in the spleen decreased (Zhang et al., 2012).

An overwhelming amount of evidence revealed that both acute and chronic alcohol exposure suppresses all branches of the immune system, including early responses to infection and the tumor surveillance system (Cook, 1998; Diaz et al., 2002; Nelson and Kolls, 2002; Messingham et al., 2002). For example, there is a decrease in the ability to recruit and activate germ-killing white blood cells (Deaciu, 1997) and an increase in the incidence of breast cancer in people who consume alcohol (Smith-Warner et al., 1998; Zhang et al., 1999).

Some experts suspect that alcohol exerts an “all-or-none” effect on immune response—that is, the presence or absence of alcohol, rather than its amount, dictates the immune response (McGill et al., 1995; Messingham et al., 2002). Other researchers believe that low doses of alcohol—the amount equivalent to a glass of wine-can confer health benefits, including protection against damage to the cardiovascular (Holman et al., 1996) and immune systems (Mendenhall et al., 1997). Such benefits, if they are present, may be attributable to antioxidants in alcoholic beverages such as red wine. In any case, health experts agree that the beneficial effects of antioxidants in some alcoholic beverages are lost if the level of alcohol consumption is elevated (Hanna et al., 1992).

There are several mechanisms by which alcohol impedes immune function. First, alcohol impairs the ability of white blood cells, neutrophils to migrate to sites of injury and infection, a process
called chemotaxis (Bautista, 2001). In addition, removing germ-fighting white blood cells (macrophages) and proteins that act as messengers between immune cells (cytokines) from an animal that has not been given alcohol and culturing them in the presence of alcohol, or isolating these cells from humans or animals after administering alcohol, has been shown to alter production of these macrophages and cytokines (Deaciuc, 1997; Szabo, 1998, 1999).

Rodent studies also show that animals are more vulnerable to infection after chronic or acute exposure to alcohol (Deaciuc, 1997; Cook, 1998; Messingham et al., 2002). This increase in susceptibility is equally dramatic in human patients who sustain traumatic injury (Smith and Kraus, 1988; Brezel et al., 1988). Those who have consumed alcohol prior to their injury are six times more likely to die than are alcohol-free patients with comparable injuries (McGill et al., 1995). The mechanisms responsible for this increased mortality are unknown, but it is thought that alcohol compromises the immune system's ability to quickly fight infection by unidentified invaders—a function of the innate immune system (Faunce et al., 1997; Cook, 1998).

To date, only a handful of studies have directly examined gender differences in the effects of alcohol on inflammatory and immune responses (Grossman et al., 1993; Spitzer and Zhang, 1996; Li et al., 1998; Spitzer, 1999). These studies were conducted in rodents and employed different methods, including varying the quantity and duration of alcohol exposure. The reports showed that in the absence of alcohol exposure, inflammatory and immune responses are stronger in females than in males (Grossman et al., 1993; Spitzer and Zhang, 1996; Spitzer and Meadows, 1999). However, the increased immunity in females is nullified by alcohol exposure. For example, in one study, proliferation of white blood cells was suppressed in alcohol-exposed female rats (Grossman et al., 1993); however, investigation also showed that alcohol induced an increase in antibody production. In two other studies, female rats were less able to fight infection when intoxicated (Spitzer and Zhang, 1996; Li et al., 1998). The mechanisms driving these effects remain uncertain. One possibility is that gender differences in inflammatory and immune responses following alcohol exposure stem from alcohol-induced changes in the production of gonadal steroid hormones, such as estrogen and testosterone.

In general, estrogen stimulates immune responses and testosterone is immunosuppressive (Grossman, 1989; Morell, 1995; Cannon and St Pierre, 1997; Verthelyi, 2001; Burger and Dayer, 2002). During their reproductive years, females have more vigorous cellular and humoral immune responses than do males. This heightened immunity in females is evidenced by a more developed thymus that is involved in the maturation of immune cells, higher antibody concentrations and a greater ability to reject tumors and transplanted tissues. Ironically, the enhanced immune function in women of reproductive age is associated with a higher prevalence of autoimmune disorders than is found in postmenopausal women or in men (although estrogen is present in males, its concentration is too low to affect immune response).

The effects of alcohol on production of the gonadal steroid hormones are well documented (Van Thiel et al., 1987; Gavaler and Van Thiel, 1992; Gavaler et al., 1993; Emanuele and Emanuele, 2001). In women, chronic alcohol exposure causes an initial increase in estrogen levels, followed by a marked decrease (Gavaler and Van Thiel, 1992; Gavaler et al., 1993). In men, chronic alcohol consumption causes a decrease in testosterone (Emanuele and Emanuele, 2001). The alcohol-induced decrease in testosterone levels is significant enough to cause atrophy of the testes, impotence and loss of secondary sex characteristics (Van Thiel et al., 1987).

Like other stressors, alcohol stimulates a neuroendocrine network known as the Hypothalamic-Pituitary-Adrenal (HPA) axis, resulting in a dampening of the immune response.
(Eskandari and Sternberg, 2002). This process begins with activation of the hypothalamus which produces Corticotropin-Releasing Hormone (CRH). This triggers the pituitary gland to secrete adrenal corticotropic hormone (ACTH). Finally, ACTH stimulates the adrenal glands to release glucocorticoids (cortisol in humans and corticosterone in rodents). These steroid hormones, which direct the activity of many cell types, are transmitted throughout the body in the blood. At high levels, they suppress inflammatory and immune responses (Goulding and Guyre, 1993; Da Silva, 1999). Several studies have documented that under resting conditions and in response to stress, females have higher levels of glucocorticoids than do men (Kant et al., 1983; Chisari et al., 1995). Furthermore, estrogen stimulates glucocorticoid production in females (Burgess and Hanga, 1992; Carey et al., 1995), whereas testosterone suppresses its production in both male and female subjects (Carlstrom and Stege, 1990; De Weerdt and Gooren, 1992; Hanga et al., 1994). Alcohol exposure stimulates glucocorticoid production in both males and females (Ogilvie et al., 1998; Eskandari and Steinberg, 2002).

CONCLUSION

The findings from the study suggest that chronic and high dose alcohol consumption depresses immune response to antigen challenge in experimental mice. There is a critical need for human population to guard against addiction or high dose intake of alcohol.
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